Suppose we try to find the global minimum value of the energy function E(r), in which r ∈ R and R is the conformational space of the rotamers. The BnB algorithm executes two steps recursively. The first step is called branching, in which we split the conformational space R into two or more smaller spaces, i.e., R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R m , where R 1 ∪ R 2 ∪ · · · ∪ R m = R. If we are able to findr i = arg min r∈R i E(r) for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, we can compute the minimum energy conformation in the conformational space R by identifying one ofr i that has the lowest energy.
A1 Introduction to Traditional Branch-and-Bound Search
Suppose we try to find the global minimum value of the energy function E(r), in which r ∈ R and R is the conformational space of the rotamers. The BnB algorithm executes two steps recursively. The first step is called branching, in which we split the conformational space R into two or more smaller spaces, i.e., R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R m , where R 1 ∪ R 2 ∪ · · · ∪ R m = R. If we are able to findr i = arg min r∈R i E(r) for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, we can compute the minimum energy conformation in the conformational space R by identifying one ofr i that has the lowest energy.
The second step of BnB is called bounding. Suppose the current lowest energy conformation is r i . For any sub-space R j , if we can ensure that the lower bound of the energy of all conformations in R j is greater than E(r i ), we do not need to further search this sub-space, that is, we can prune the whole sub-space R j safely. The lower bound of the energy of the conformations in a given space usually can be computed based on some heuristic functions.
The BnB algorithm generally performs the branching step recursively until the current conformational space contains only one single conformation. The space generated from the branching step can form a BnB search tree, in which the union of sub-spaces represented by the children of a node covers the whole conformational space of this node. In the protein design problem, we can split a conformational space by assigning a particular rotamer in a residue. For each node in the search tree, the bounding step is applied to prune some branches and thus shorten the search time. Fig. A1 shows an example of the traditional branch-and-bound (BnB) search tree.
In order to traverse the BnB search tree, a queue Q is often used to store the nodes to be expanded. Initially, Q only contains the node representing the whole conformational space. Also, we maintain a global variable u to store the current lowest energy value. Initially, u can be initialized to the energy of any conformation. In practice, we often use a stochastic local search algorithm to generate a local optimal conformation so that it can be used to prune more nodes at the beginning of the search process. BnB can be executed by looping the following steps until Q becomes empty:
1. Extract the conformational space R from Q; 2. If R only contains a single conformation, update u using the energy of this conformation and then restart the loop; . An example of a branch-and-bound search tree, which contains three mutable residues. The first residue has three allowed rotamers while the other two only have two allowed rotamers. The coding of a conformation is given by three integers, each of which is the index of the rotamer in the corresponding residue. Each tree node represents a conformational space. For each tree node, we split its conformational space by determining a particular rotamer in a residue. The shaded nodes are pruned in the bounding steps because the lower bound of the energy values in these nodes given by the heuristic function is greater than one of the optimal conformations in its siblings. A brute-force search for the full conformational space requires the computation of twelve conformations to guarantee the GMEC solution, while BnB only needs to compute five of them.
A2 Details of AND/OR Branch-and-Bound Search
Alg. A2 provides the pseudocode of the AOBB search algorithm. For simplicity, we leave out the code of constructing solution trees and only describe the procedure of computing v(·) values. For each OR node x, we use c(x) to store the pointer to the child with the best v(·) value if the sub-tree rooted at x has been fully explored (Line 13), or the pointer to the child whose sub-tree is currently being visited (Line 6), or a null pointer if x has not been visited (Line 1). The bounding step can also be performed in AOBB to prune unpromising branches. The heuristic function h(x) returns a lower bound of v(x), which is used to compute Alg. A1 Traditional branch-and-bound search 1: u ← ∞ Initialize u to infinity. 2: procedure BRANCH-AND-BOUND(R) 3:
if |R| = 1 then Termination condition 4:
Let r be the conformation in R 5:
u ← min(u, E(r)) 6: return r 7:
end if 8: the heuristic value of a incomplete solution tree. When performing the bounding step for an AND node x, we examine all the OR ancestors nodes of x. For any OR ancestor y, if the heuristic value for the current incomplete solution tree rooted at y (computed by TREE-HEURISTIC(y)) is worse than v(y) computed from another explored branch y, we can safely prune the current sub-tree rooted at x (Lines 16-21 of Alg. A2). The function TREE-HEURISTIC(x) computes the heuristic value for the current incomplete solution tree rooted at x using a method similar to that of Equation (2) of the origi-nal paper, except that when it meets an unexplored nodes, it returns h(x) as a lower bound.
In practice, we can maintain data structures c(·) and v(·) carefully to free the memory occupied by useless nodes so that the whole AOBB search algorithm can still run in bounded memory. Therefore, space complexity of the AOBB search is still O(n), where n is the number of mutable residues. The time complexity of AOBB in the worst case is O(n * p d ), where p is the number of rotamers per residue and d is the depth of the pseudo-tree, as the size of the AOBB search tree is O(p d ) and for each tree node we need to compute TREE-HEURISTI(x), whose time complexity is O(n) assuming h(x) can be computed in O(1) time.
A3 Correctness for Finding Suboptimal Solutions
In this section, we provide the proof of Theorem 1 in the paper, which states the correctness of our merge algorithm for AND nodes. We re-state that theorem in Theorem A1 and the pseudocode of the merge operation of AND nodes in Alg. A3.
Alg. A3 Merge operation for AND nodes
1: procedure MERGE-AND(x, y) 2:
b ← (1, 1, . . . , 1) 3:
Let Q be a priority queue 4:
for j ← 1 to t do 10:
end for 14: end for 15: return a 16: end procedure Theorem A1. Alg. A3 guarantees the correctness of finding the k best solutions.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that in the ith iteration, the element with the ith smallest value is in the priority queue. This can be proved by contradiction.
Let i be the first round that the element with the ith value is not in the priority queue. Suppose a i = (a i1 , a i2 , . . . , a it ). Because i = 1, there exists j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t} such that a ij > 1. Sequence s = (a i1 , . . . , a i,j−1 , a ij − 1, a i,j+1 , . . . , a it ) must have not been expended. Otherwise, according to Line 12, sequence a i will be pushed to the priority queue, which contradicts the assumption. On the other hand, because v j (y) is monotone with respect to j, the value of sequence s is smaller than the value of sequence a i . This means that sequence s should be expanded before sequence a i and thus must have already been expanded, which gives the contradiction.
Also, we provide the implementation of the merge operation for OR nodes in Alg. A4. The correctness of this algorithm is self-evident, so we omit its proof here.
Alg. A4 Merge operation for OR nodes 1: procedure MERGE-OR(x, y) 2:
w ← (v 1 (y 1 ) + e(y 1 ), . . . , v k (y 1 ) + e(y 1 ), . . . , v k (y t ) + e(y t )) concatenate v i (y j ) + e(y j ) for all i and j 3:
SORT(w) 4:
end for 7: end procedure Table A1 . The full comparison result between A*-based and AOBB-based search algorithms on the core redesign problem
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